
June l st Tornado Hits Monson Optical Shop

Opticians
Association of
Massachusetts

Tibbetts Optical in Monson recently reopened after the June 1st tornado peeled off the
roof. The water dish for dogs outside the front door has been returned to its original spot.

It was just about time for Brenda Tibbetts to close up her Main Street optical
shop in Monson Center on the Wednesday after Memorial Day. The Weather
Channel had issued a tornado warning earlier in the day which hadn't stopped
people from going about their business. When Brenda looked out the back
door, she saw giant hail stones coming down. When she went to close the front
door, the wind resisted and held it open with force. The dog water dish placed
on the sidewalk in front of the store in this quiet town, along with the welcome
mat, were both suddenly picked straight up by the wind.

And then it happened. It sounded like a freight train as the building shook, the
first of three tornados that rocked Monson. Without the safety of a basement in
the building, Brenda ran for cover behind the wall of the lab area of her store
and for about five minutes, experienced nature's fury. After the tornado passed,
people in the area started coming around, checking in on each other, and the
rain came down in sheets. The tornado had peeled off the roof of the optical
store and the business next door, and the damage became obvious as the ceil-
ing started to cave in.

When the second tornado passed through, everyone had taken cover in the
basement of the old stone Memorial Hall next door. Brenda saw the funnel
cloud of the third tornado as it went through town. The gas station sign from
down the street now blocked Brenda's front door. The steeple of the church
across the street was lying in the middle of Main Street.

Brenda got a ride home that night with her husband who drove his truck behind
a pay loader as it cleared fallen trees that blocked all the roads. It was a long,
slow ride finding passable roads to travel on. She still wakes up at the sounds
of a train that travels at night near her house and remembers vividly that awful
afternoon on June 1 ̂ .

Continued on page 5
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Greetings from the President

Dear OAM Member,

Here I sit, writing this letter out longhand. Of course, I will type it out whenever
my electricity is restored. Today we were visited by Tropical Storm Irene, and
although losing power is inconvenient, it got me thinking about how plugged in
we are, pretty much 24/7.

It's strange how in this digital age we are able to communicate rapidly and efficiently, often times
while out of state and internationally, yet we come to a standstill as soon as we find ourselves with-
out the tools we've been relying so heavily upon. But, ever the optimist, I see opportunity in this
blackout. The quiet that results from no TV, internet or smart phone (got to save that last bit of bat-
tery!) somehow makes it impossible not to concentrate on a task at hand. Ironically, the subject I'm
going to focus on here is technology!

In this edition of the Newsletter, I hope you'll take a few minutes to read about the Optical Tool App
for iPhone by Brent McCardle. It's a great example of where we are headed as a profession. I'm
excited to report that, with a handful of others, I'll be contributing to the beta testing of an app in the
works by Brent, called ABO Review. As the name implies, it will serve to prepare students and ap-
prentices for the ABO exam. I can envision this becoming a very useful tool for students and educa-
tors alike. I am hoping to have a chance to meet Brent in person at this year's ABO/NCLE National
Meeting in Cincinnati. To date, all of our correspondence has been via email.

When you look at the course outline for our Annual Education Meeting on November 5 and 6,1
hope you'll notice the convergence of the old with the new. The "old" for anyone interested, is the
opportunity to visit Old Sturbridge Village in the early part of the day on Saturday, followed by din-
ner at the historic Bullard Tavern at OSV. The "new" comes in with pretty much everything else.
For example, Saturday afternoon and all day Sunday courses at the Southbridge Hotel will tackle
modern topics, such as Computer Vision Syndrome, Digital Lens Dispensing, Managed Vision Care
and the new Transitions XTRActive, just to name a few.

I hope to see many of you at our November event! There is still no sign of National Grid in my
neighborhood, so maybe I'll try to read a book (ok, you got me—it's a Kindle) by candle light.

Best Regards,

Kristin Morrissey
President
Opticians Association of Massachusetts

Inside this issue
June 1st Tornado slams MA optical shop
New Optical Tool iPhone app
New Optometry School in Worcester
Vision Monday Brightest BFIT Students
BFIT Opticianry Program Update
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Ed's Prism Glasses, To Split or Not to Split -
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Reenactment Spectacle Frames
Eye'dle Thoughts of Online Eyewear
Corporate Sponsor Updates
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Edge Thickness? Prism? There's an App for That...Optical Tool, and More!
By Kristin Morrissey

We've all had a customer with a -8.00 prescription try on a frame and ask, "Exactly how
thin will my lenses be in this frame if I get that special lens that you are recommending?"
Most of us are not blessed with the ability to calculate this on the fly, in tenths of milli-
meters, no less—which is why Optical Tool is so helpful. You can tell your customer the
exact thickness, and well as how much thinner the 1.74 index will be compared to the
lens they are currently wearing. And that's just the tip of the iceberg.

I was beside myself when I was browsing the iPhone Apps Store and under "Optical"
found Optical Tool, by Brent McCardle. I found myself downloading it with barely a second thought after read-
ing the five star reviews and seeing the $1.99 price. After exploring its features and formulas, I thought it was
worth bringing to the attention of OAM members through the newsletter. So, via email I got in touch with
Brent, and he was happy to provide more information about his background, as well as the Optical Tool App.

Brent is ABO Certified and has been in the optical field for 25 years. He is currently working as an Opticianry
Instructor at Durham Technical Community College and is a Licensed Optician in North Carolina. While his
main experience comes from laboratory work, he has worked in other facets of the industry as well. But Brent
explains, "My main passion is optical theory and the mathematics behind why light does what it does. I love
teaching people and "watching the 'light bulb' go off.

support Compensated... DO,

Compensated Power

fc =

fc is the compensated power
/ is the power in the meridian in which you
ate looking to compensate
d is the amount in meters moved, d is negative
rthen moved further away and positive when
moved closer

Brent further explained his technology background. "1 started programming about
10 years ago, fully self taught. I started off with web design (HTML, CSS,
Javascript) then moved into Visual Basic and Action Script. When the iPhone hit
the market (Yes, I stood in line to get the first one) I thought this would change the
landscape of cell phones. Then a year later Apple came out with the SDK and 1
started teaching myself Objective C so I could one day have an app in the App
Store. I have other ideas that I want to create with my current app along with
ideas for new apps. One is currently in beta. It is listed on my website http://
brent.mccardle.me and [is called] ABO Review. I am looking to use this relatively
new technology to help Opticians and Optometrists become better prepared."

So—what other really cool stuff does Optical Tool do? It has a handy
reference to the current ANSI standards, calculates Prentice's Rule, and
calculates compensated power for changes in vertex distance. It has
formulas for oblique meridian, resultant and resolving prism, back ver-
tex and spectacle magnification. Through our correspondence, Brent
mentioned that he plans to add wrap and tilt calculations, along with
changing Prentice's Rule calculation to account for both eyes, versus
one at a time as it appears now. He was asked to consider adding Ca-
nadian standards, and plans to do that in the near future.

Brent says that his main focus now with Optical Tool is to make the app
universal, so he is recoding it entirely. He says this takes time, but once
done, it will be native to the iPad as well.

I was glad to have the opportunity to learn all about Optical Tool. From
my personal perspective, I think it's wonderful that there are opticians
out there who are really keeping up with advances in technology. I can
see the value of an app like Optical Tool to educators and students, not
to mention those of us in the profession already. By viewing the formu-
las, I found that it reinforced my working knowledge of these optical
principles. Who doesn't need a refresher once in a while?

support ANSI Summary Done

Single Vision and Multifoca! Lens Tolerances

Measurement Power Range Tolerance

Sph Power

Cyl Power

Cyl Axis

Add Power

a 0.00 D - s ± 6.50 D ± 0.13 D

> ± 6.5Q D ± 3%

a 0-00 D-£2.00 D ±0.13 0

> 2.00 0 - z 4.50 D ±0.15 D

> 4.50 D ± 4 %

>0.00 D-sO.25 D ±14"

> 0-25 D - <; 0.50 D ± F

> 0.50 D - s 0.75 D ± 5"

>0.75 D - s 1.50 D ±3°

> 1.50 D ±2"

<; +4.CO D

> +4-00 D

±0.120

±0.18 D

a 0.00 D - s ± 3.37 D 0.33 A

Handy ANSI Lens Tolerances at your fingertips
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Brenda bought the business at the end of 2010 from Keith Jilson. She had worked
mostly at optical chain stores since she graduated with an associate degree from the
opticianry program at Holyoke Community College 15 years ago, and had been an
instructor for the program as well. It was a dream of hers, a risky one in a sluggish
economy, to own her own business. After a month of remodeling, she opened Tibbetts
Optical in January 2011. She had only operated the store for five months when the
tornados changed everything.

Brenda is grateful that she and others were not hurt. Everyone helped save what they
could out of the store before the ceiling caved in; she lost about 20 frames, her pupi-
lometer, lensometer and frame warmer. Numerous antique eye care books that had
been displayed throughout the store were also ruined. Although her blocker survived,
the moisture from the storm caused its ultimate demise. For the next few weeks, she
was able to meet her patients at locations around town to dispense completed jobs. Brenda Tibbetts is happy to be

back at work these days.
With insurance reimbursements, the building was repaired, new wiring, walls and ceil-
ing were installed, and a new tile floor was laid. Tibbetts Optical had a grand reopening with the business next door on
August 23rd. It's a welcoming space, and Brenda now does all her own edging with her new patternless edger she pur-
chased with a personal loan. She takes pride in the drill mounts with custom lens shapes she fabricates for her many cus-
tomers who have grown accustomed to them. Many of her customers have loyally waited for her to reopen.

The town of Monson rallied around her and the business next door. They sold Monson
bracelets and T-shirts to help raise money for the relief efforts, and their reopening was
featured on several TV news stations. Brenda's story of loss and recovery has been
viewed by thousands on the internet. The community in the Monson area is a very sup-
portive one that has made the recovery that much easier. The landscape driving through
the town center has changed dramatically since hillsides once covered with lush green-
ery are brown and bare, and several buildings were damaged or destroyed.

Brenda was relieved that Hurricane Irene passed
through without causing damage to her store. She is
happy to be back at work, and is now starting to get
back to doing some of the things she loves outside
of work, taking long weekend rides with her hus-
band on the back of his Harley.

Location of Monson in Massachusetts

T shirts like this one were sold to
raise money for cleanup operations

Tibbells Optical celebrated their grand reopening with much fanfare on Aug 23rd.
Check out the store's website at www.TibbettsOptical.com

The steeple of the church directly across the street
from the optical shop landed in the middle of Main
Street
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New Optometry School to Open in Worcester

A new optometry program is coming to Lincoln
Square in Worcester in August of 2012. The Mas-
sachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sci-
ences has recently named Dr. Lesley Walls from
the Southern California College of Optometry as
founding dean of the program, and Dr. Kent Daum
from the Illinois College of Optometry will be vice
dean. The school will be located at the site of the
former Crowne Plaza Hotel property which the
college purchased in 2010 to provide dormitory
space for 200 students. A new six-story building
will be built for the program, an optometry clinic,
offices and an optical dispensary, next to the main
nine-story Living and Learning Center building.

An important mission for the MCPHS School of
Optometry will be to serve the public health in un-
derserved areas, and to meet an increased demand
for eye care services with an aging population and
a rise in diabetes. While the program is not far
from NECO (New England College of Optometry)
in Boston, Worcester will offer students a small
town alternative to other optometry programs
which are mostly located in larger cities.

MCPHS bought the Crowne Plaza Hotel at Lincoln Square in
Worcester in 2010 for dormitory space, and will soon add a six-
story building at the site for their new optometry program. Shown
below, demolition begins to make way for the new building.

In a recent Vision Monday article featuring the "Most Influential Women In Eye
Care", BFIT's own Kathryn Plante was recognized as one of Opticianry's brightest
and most influential students.

Kathryn grew up in the profession. She worked in the store of her parents, Mary
Keenan and Michael Plante, who are both opticians. She opted for an accelerated
one-year opticianry program while also taking the ophthalmic assisting program at
the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.

At Ben Franklin, she was class secretary, assisted teachers, and worked in the
school's optical shop. She received the George Bourque scholarship, and recently

passed her ABO and NCLE exams. She is also involved with the Contact Lens Society of America (CLSA).

Kathryn Plante

Kathryn recently accepted a BFIT fall adjunct faculty position as a clinical instructor to the opticianry pro-
gram. She has been instrumental in the redesign of the college's optical clinic which provided eye care ser-
vices (glasses and contacts) to the BFIT college community.

Eventually, Kathryn would like to design frames for a high-end name brand, and maybe even have her own
line.

Kathryn is a caring, effective and influential person who helps others to achieve things that they didn't ever
think were possible. Her compassionate and unselfish demeanor brings out the best in all those around her.

Congratulations Kathryn!!
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OAM Steps Up Commitment
to the BFIT Opticianry Program

BENJAMIN
ThenandNo* FRANKLIN

It has been four years since the OAM Board of Directors, under the direction INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
of President George Bourque, formed an Optical Curriculum Committee and
began the great adventure that has led to establishing the associate degree ~A Private Tv»-rear College-
program for opticianry at the Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology in
Boston.

Today, as we embark upon our fourth class of opticianry students and our second year of Ophthalmic As-
sisting students, the OAM is the only state association in the country that is a partner to a college of opti-
cianry (and ophthalmic assisting). OAM members can take great pride knowing that a portion of the mem-
bership dues and contribution of time, resources and financial support, are put towards solidifying an opti-
cianry program that serves as a means to grow the profession and providing a gateway for future opticians
to follow in our footsteps.

Since the program started in the fall of 2007, the OAM and its corporate sponsors have generously donated
time, raised funds for annual scholarships, provided faculty resources and guest speakers, and donated
equipment and instructional materials. In the coming academic year the OAM will establish plans to raise
our level of commitment towards the continued growth of the program.

OAM Will Help To Meet BFIT's Greatest Challenge

The most important, and most challenging aspects facing any opticianry college in the US, is maintaining
a consistently growing enrollment. A limited enrollment results in a limited budget for capital expendi-
tures, and places the future of the program in peril. Many other opticianry programs in MA have closed in
recent decades due to low enrollment and lack of commitment to the continued growth of the program.

The OAM will soon formalize plans to assist BFIT in their efforts to market and promote the opticianry
and ophthalmic assisting programs through the involvement of interested members and corporate sponsors
of the association. The four tier program will offer the opportunity for all interested members and corpo-
rate sponsors to take an active role in helping to promote, interview and recruit prospective students to the
college.

In addition, the OAM will establish an opportunity for members and corporate sponsors to make financial
contribution to BFIT funds designated specifically for the purchase of needed instrumentation and equip-
ment for the opticianry program. The "opticianry wishing well" program will be introduced to the mem-
bership at the Annual Meeting in November at the Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center.

In support of the National Federation of Opticianry Schools (NFOS) initiative to have a college of opti-
cianry in all 50 states, the OAM will present their unique "College Partnership Model" to other state asso-
ciations as they gather together at the annual OAA National Leadership Conference in January (2012) in
Florida.

Continued on next page
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BFIT's Commitment to Growing the Opticianty Program

The BFIT opticianry program will be experiencing a year of tremendous development in 2011-12.

The opticianry program is up for accreditation renewal and a visitation by the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) this November. In addition, the opticianry program has applied for
accreditation by the Commission of Opticianry Accreditation (COA) and will have its first ever on-site
review in the spring semester of 2012. The opticianry program will be one of only a few programs at the
college to have both a NEASC, and a professional, accreditation.

The opticians program has plans to offer advanced level courses for both licensed opticians and student/
apprentice opticians. These courses will be offered in the evening or as hybrid online courses in which a
majority of the classroom sessions will be conducted in a virtual manner. These courses in advanced
level optics and business management will be offered beginning late spring and early summer of 2012.

The program will be initiating an introductory /retraining program for the opticianry program beginning
perhaps as soon as next January. The program offers a learning opportunity for those wanting to enter
the profession of opticianry as a new career. The three month introductory program offers the student a
combined didactic and clinical experience in the three primary areas of our profession, dispensing, labo-
ratory and contact lens fitting. At the end of the three month program, students will be placed into a po-
sition of part-time employment and have the opportunity to enter the degree program by transferring all
of their introductory credits.

The college has established a plan for graduates of the opticianry program, or for licensed opticians with
the proper academic credentials, to offer a Bachelor degree in Optical Business Management. The plan,
which will offer its first classes in September 2013, will be primarily an evening or online program and
will accept all of the associate level courses as the first two years of the Bachelor degree.

The OAM Needs Your Involvement

In May 2011, the BFIT opticianry program graduated twelve students, the largest class so far, and the
new Ophthalmic Assisting program had five graduates. This year we have less than ten students in each
program. Having established a strong foundation over the past four years, now is the right time for us, as
an association, to heighten our level of energy and devotion as a partner to the college and work to raise
the level of prospective student awareness, create a higher enrollment, and continue to do our part to
ensure that our opticianry profession is an even brighter and more promising opportunity for those who
choose to follow in our footsteps.

Blair Wong
BFIT Program Director

New Look for the OAM Website

Please visit our new and improved site often for timely
updates and news concerning our industry and profession
as a whole. OAM will be sending more emails using Ver-
tical Response so you can stay connected. If you change

your email address, please be sure to let us know.

OAM Student Representative and BFIT
student Ahhyee Ma competed in the
National Optical Bowl in Cincinnati,
OH in September.

Congratulations Ahhyee!
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th ;thBigger and Better OAM Fall Meeting Nov 5tn & 6

Following a very successful meeting last November at the
Southbridge Hotel and Conference Center, OAM is going back and
will be offering two days of events and classes for opticians.

Mary Seguiti Peter Arnold Michael Delia Pesca

Starting at 12:30pm on Saturday, Nov. 5th, Mary Sequiti and Peter
Arnold will be conducting Transitions classes at the hotel, followed
by a presentation on computer vision syndrome by Michael Delia
Pesca, sponsored by HoyaVision.

New eyeglass sculpture in front of the original
American Optical entrance at the Southbridge

Hotel & Conference Center

At 4pm, opticians are invited to head down to nearby Bullard Tavern
at Old Sturbridge Village for a buffet dinner. The curators at OSV
will have some of their rare antique spectacles on display at the tavern
for this event. Day passes to OSV will
be available to reserve for anyone who
has never had the chance to tour the
village and would like to spend the day
thprp

IFOOD& DRINK •
Dinner & more at the Bullard Tavern at OSV At g^ everyone ig invited back to the

hotel in Southbridge for hors d'oeuvres and a nightcap in the lounge before a
full day of classes on Sunday. Don-t forget your suit ̂  workout clothes

if you are staying overnight at the hotel!

This year, in addition to the main ABO and NCLE classrooms, there will be a variety of smaller workshops
and "Eye Max" advanced courses to choose from. Due to limited seating, you must call the OAM office at 508
-533-1419 prior to online registration to be sure that space is available for these courses. Mail registration can
be used for a day of ABO and NCLE general sessions only. Online registration is preferred. For more informa-
tion, go to www.opticiansma.org. Dick Whitney of Carl Zeiss Vision will be displaying Optical Heritage Mu-
seum treasures again this year.

Mark your calendar - and if you reserve a room at the hotel, be sure to book
by Oct 6th and mention you are with OAM to qualify for the best rate. Hotel
information is available at www.southbridgehotel.com. Don't forget your
suit and workout clothes so you can take advantage of the pool, hot tub,
sauna and workout rooms. Pick and choose the classes that best fit your
schedule.

Bill Russ Michael Ward Richard McCoy Michael Gzik Bob Woyton
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To Split, or Not to Split
The editors of Primary Focus are pleased to introduce a new feature article focused upon enhancing our optical
knowledge and technical skill through interviews with OAM members who have applied to use of advanced
optics in helping to solve unique patient vision problems.

Our first installment features one of our own members, both as the
optician and the "patient", Ed Healy of Westborough Optical
Shoppe in Westborough, MA. Ed graduated from the Worcester
Industrial Technical Institute in 1970. He has owned Westborough
Optical Shoppe since 1973 and is a past president of the OAM. In
an effort to enlighten opticians on the benefits of properly dis-
pensed prism prescriptions, Ed shares with us his recent personal
experience with ocular paralysis.

PF: Ed, thank you for the opportunity to learn from your
experience. Can you start from the beginning and tell us how
this all came about?

Ed Healy would like to thank Dr. Lisa Kralian who does
eye exams in Westborough Optical Shoppe for her help
with his visual problems

Ed: I first noticed that something was awry with my vision seven months ago (February 2011), as I was on
a flight returning home from vacation. As I was reading my book I encountered instances of double vision. By
the next day my diplopia became more and more frequent, and each time, it lasted for a loner period of time.

PF: What did you do initially to try and deal with your double vision?

Ed: The only way that I could get any relief, even if for only a short while, was to turn my head to the side
or raise my shoulder. My body posture was so severe, that it became obvious to my customers and co-workers
that something was very wrong.

PF: Did you seek medical attention?

Ed: Since this happened on a Friday, I waited until Monday morning to see my doctor. During the weekend,
I needed to occlude one eye in order to get around. My balance was so bad that I had trouble putting a golf ball
into a cup, playing billiards and even fell while jogging.

PF: Upon examination, what did the doctor find?

Ed: By Monday my right eye was paralyzed and pointing in an upward position.

PF: It sounds very scary... what was the diagnosis?

Ed: I was immediately referred to a neurologist and was diagnosed as having a "4th Cranial Nerve Palsy"of
the right eye. I was, and still am, very scared.

PF: How is this abnormality treated and what is its cause?

Ed: Unfortunately, the cause is not easily detected. Possibilities include an inner ear infection or excessive
internal pressure, a virus, or possible systemic disease. In my case, all possibilities were ruled out, so my offi-
cial cause of the palsy has been documented as virus related.

PF: What was the next step?

Ed: The neurologist, in consult with my optometrist, prescribed a small amount of vertical prism (1A)
evenly split between the two eyes.
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PF: Did the prism offer an immediate and positive result?

Ed: Yes. However, due to reoccurring bouts of diplopia, it was short lived and the amount of prism needed
to be increased within a couple of days. By the end of two weeks 1 was all the way up to 4A, split evenly be-
tween the two eyes.

PF: Was the 4A the final resulting amount of required prism?

Ed: Yes. 1 wore the prism, as prescribed (split evenly) for about two months. Although the prisms provided
relief, something was not right binocularly. I still could not comfortably drive a car, play golf, play billiards or
especially, read. I did notice that everything felt and looked better when I covered one eye.

PF: This led to your day of "optical revelation", right?

Ed: Yes. One day, into the third month, 1 decided to speak with my doctor about the possibility of making a
pair of prism glasses in which the 4A was all over one eye, .. .my "bad" eye. Immediately after putting the
glasses on with the prism base down on the right eye, I saw beautifully and had no signs of diplopia.

PF: Were the improvements in your vision that noticeable to you?

Ed: Yes! Soon after I wore the glasses with the entire amount of prism over one eye, I began to resume all
of my favorite activities including golfing, driving and reading. It was such a feeling of relief, both physically
on my eyes, as well as mentally to my brain.

PF: Seven months later, do you still wear the glasses?

Ed: No. Three months ago, 1 noticed that I could play golf without the glasses for a short period of time, a
few holes perhaps, before I would need the glasses again. The more I went without the glasses, the longer 1
could go without the glasses! Since July, I have been able to go fully without them!!

PF: What should we all learn from your experience?

Ed: As opticians, it is important for us to take a more active role in mak-
ing sure the customer is properly cared for, especially in cases of prescribed
prism. We should always be aware of a customer's case history and asking
questions about the cause and "remedy" regarding their prism prescription.
The usual procedure of "splitting prism evenly" is not necessarily a rule that
should be followed without regard to the patient's individual needs and vision
abnormality. In my particular case it made the difference between , not only
my ability to function on a day to day basis and return to my normal routines
at work and home, but it also made the difference in my ability to overcome
my palsy and eventually return to normal vision.

Since my personal experience, I have been able to help at least one other cus-
tomer of mine who had worn prism evenly split for years and never felt fully

»• _L i , • , 1i. - , , ' , , - ,, Ed maintained his famous sense of humocomfortable in her glasses. After consulting with her doctor and remaking the durjng his opdcal ordeal He [s pictured

glasses with the prism entirely over the affected eye, she is seeing much bet- hcre wearing an antique pair of drilled
ter and has better balance in all of her daily activities. rimless glass cataract glasses, happy that

his prism glasses were nothing like these

The editors of Primary Focus wish to thank Ed for his candid remarks and
description in creating this new feature for our readers. We hope that opticians
are encouraged to share their learning experiences and professional expertise in future newsletters for all to
learn. If you would like to share an experience that would help us all to learn more about advanced spectacle or
contact lens design, please contact us at OpticianMA@aol.com.
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Celebrating The Life And Leadership of Patrick Russo

Nationally, and especially here in Massachusetts, we were all greatly saddened earlier this
summer to learn of the passing of our dear friend and colleague, Patrick F. Russo. Pat was
always so cordial, engaging and endearing. He served as a leader and mentor to so many
opticians both nationally and locally. His standard of care and professionalism was extraor-
dinary, as is evident by the established opticianry careers of his two children, Bob and
Karen, and granddaughter Gina.

Pat lived in West Springfield for most of his life and later retired to Jupiter, Florida. Pat
graduated from the Fenway Optical School in Boston and attended Western New England
College. He served in the United States Naval Air Corps during World War II as an aviation instrument technician.

Pat established Russo Opticians in West Springfield in 1964 and retired in 1990. He was a past-president of the
OAM (at that time called MARDO) and was awarded MARDO Optician of the Year in 1983. He was also presi-
dent of the New England Guild of Opticians and served as vice-president of the National Guild. He was a member
of the National Academy of Opticianry. He served on the advisory board in the optical department of Newbury
Junior College in Boston. In 1994 he was the recipient of the first Lifetime Achievement Award of the New Eng-
land Contact Lens Society which he was instrumental in founding. In 1984 he was named as a "Best & Brightest"
Optician in the country by the industry's leading journal, 20/20 Magazine. He was a director of the West Spring-
field Chamber of Commerce, a member of the West Springfield Knights of Columbus, and a member of the West
Springfield Chapter of Unico International. He was a communicant of St. Thomas Church.

Pat was MARDO President when I first joined the board of directors as a student representative in 1978. In a time
when our profession was very strongly influenced by family-owned businesses, Pat was pleasantly surprised to
learn that I was the first in my family to pursue a career as an optician. Feeling much like an "optical orphan". Pat
immediately took me under his "leadership" wing and welcomed me to the profession, and more importantly, to
the important work and mission of MARDO.

Throughout my formative years as a young optician, I was fortunate to constantly cross paths with Pat. It seemed
that wherever I went, he was always there, paving the way for me to follow. He was a director to the advisory
board of the college that I graduated from in 1980, Newbury College. He served as a founding member and direc-
tor to the New England Contact Lens Society where I later served as education chair. Even when I traveled to na-
tional meetings, I would always be welcomed and warmed by Pat's great smile and genuine hello.

When Pat wasn't around, I had the great pleasure of working with his son Bob, his daughter Karen, and their fami-
lies. And when Bob and Karen weren't around, I got a chance to work with Pat's granddaughter Gina. Pat lived his
life to its fullest with perfection and passion, always striving to learn, to perfect and to lead by example. His great-
est passion in life was the love of life and family, his wife, Priscilla, and their children and families.

Being so immersed in a profession in which family is so much a foundation of who we are as opticians, I have
been fortunate to meet so many of opticianry's great families, and the Russo's definitely have always meant some-
thing very special to me, as well as to us all.

Christopher Columbus once said, "once shown the way, anyone can follow". We are all so grateful for the many
different ways in which Pat had touched our lives, professionally and otherwise, and has "shown us the way". In
respect and celebration of Pat's life-long contributions and work on behalf of our profession, it is our hope that
through Pat's divine leadership and example, his legacy and passion for opticianry continues to inspire all of us
and is passed on the future generation so for opticians to follow.

Our deepest sympathy to the Russo family.

Blair Wong
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Tom Valenza models his historically accurate spectacles

Reenactor Spectacle Frames

Tom Valenza has merged his interest in American history and
antique eyewear to form the Historic Eye Wear Company,
offering a line of reproduction antique spectacles for smart,
independent, adventurous men and women who have a strong
connection to our American heritage.
He and several members of his optical family came to Mas-
sachusetts in April for the 2011 Ocular Heritage Society
meeting, which included several wonderful tours in the state
hosted by Dr. David Fleishman.

Tom's parents started out as opticians in New Jersey in the
1960's, where the state requires a technician's licensing exam
after 2 years of practice and the ophthalmic dispenser licens-
ing exam after 4 years of practice. Tom first learned glass lens edging in the 3rd floor hallway lab of his
parents' apartment in Newark while helping them do lab work for their first optical store on Bloomfield
Avenue in North Newark. Eventually, additional stores were opened in Caldwell and Nutley, New Jer-
sey where Tom's sister Susan has recently celebrated her 30th year of practice. Susan's daughter Maria
received her ophthalmic dispenser license last year marking the third generation of Valenza family opti-
cians. Their mother Joan still comes in to help out when Susan gets busy.

Tom received his ophthalmic dispenser license back in 1972, and after twenty years of watching the op-
tical industry change with more chain stores entering the market, ophthalmologists dispensing eye-
glasses and county colleges churning out hundreds of dispenser licenses every year, Torn decided to
move on, accepting a position with a local water commission, attaining the position of Licensed Water
System Operator/Superintendent where he has worked for the last eighteen years. He has recently retired
from the commission to pursue his Historic EyeWear Company venture.

Tom started collecting spectacles in the sixties. He noticed, as have many of us, that people portrayed in
historical reenactments, whether live events, movies or television often wore spectacles that were his-
torically inaccurate for the time period represented. Lack of information pertaining to eyewear, coupled
with small size and difficulty locating original antique spectacles, contributed to this inaccuracy. Eventu-
ally, Tom saw an optical niche for spectacles that were historically correct but larger in size than original

antique spectacles, to allow for a better fit for todays' actor/reenactor
community as well as the general public. The size of an average man
during the Civil War era was 5'6" tall, weighing 135 Ibs.

After filing the trademark application for 'Historic EyeWear Company -
Keeping History in Sight' Tom started meeting with frame manufac-
tures at Vision Expo in 2004, seeking a manufacturer for the line he
was creating as accurate reproductions of antique spectacles from the
period representing 1835 to 1880. After a failed attempt with an Italian
manufacturer, Tom found the only companies willing do OEM - origi-
nal equipment manufacturing, were in China. In 2008, after waiting six
months to develop tooling, satisfactory spectacle prototypes were pro-
duced, and the first 1,000 pieces were ordered.

The spectacle fronts and fixed temple sections are made of monel, the
flexible slide portion of the temples are stainless steel allowing for a

Continued on page 15

Photo of Civil War soldier from the
Library of Congress archives
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Eye'dle Thoughts By Dan Sullivan

Has anyone heard of this new phenomenon where people can or-
der their glasses online? OK - so we all are very, very aware of
this...then why do many still seem surprised when a new site
opens? We are a long way from the end of this trend. More and
more will continue to join the online sales community and many
others will last for a time then disappear. The strong will survive
with a permanent presence and a new generation of eyewear buy-
ers will turn to them as a possible choice. What are we to do?

The progress of technology that drives these internet sites also
drives the innovation and creativity that now produces new lens
options/materials, free-form and digital progressive lens choices
and new coatings. Add to that the frame industry which, for most,
will be forever locked to the fashion industry which seems to
change annually and this is why, in my opinion, we shouldn't fear
the future of internet sales.

Online eyewear sales are almost exclusively polycarbonate for
obvious reasons - UV, SRC, impact resistance all in one very
affordable lens. Be different. Do you sell mostly poly as well? Is
it time to consider alternatives like trivex (better Abbe, light
transmission and tensile strength at the very least) as your every-
day lens? You offer more lens options than any online vendor and
know the benefits of each - advantage to you.

Do we shy away from the newer progressive lens designs because
of the expense or should we embrace them because they truly
require greater precision in measurement, fit and maintenance and
the select services of a professional. Online vendors will sell pro-
gressives that are more forgiving and need less accuracy and keep
their fingers crossed when they send them. Online vendors are not
our competition.

Go out to buy a new TV - do you want the sales person to recom-
mend the 5 year old design telling you you'll still see every show
on cable or do you want to have someone explain the advantages
of the newer technologies? Learn all you can about the newest
lenses, be able to explain the differences and make your recom-
mendations as a professional to best serve your patients' needs
and desires - advantage to you.

Keep your frames styles current. Work with your reps to try to
insure the frames you purchase won't be seen at online vendors.
Most full time wearers will always want to try the frames on and
get advice on bridge fit, color and sizing.. .not to mention the fol-
low-up adjustments and care which you provide. Selecting eye-
wear with you is an experience they will appreciate with your
expertise and guidance - advantage to you.

You offer services and product diversity that online vendors don't
even try to compete with. Know it, promote it and grow it.

Reenactment Frames Continued from page 13

comfortable fit along the head. The three shapes,
octagon, oblong, and oval that were popular
during this time period, are available in gold
dust, silver dust, tarnished silver and tarnished
brass finishes. One of the things Tom learned
while working with a Chinese manufacturer is
that summer and fall are the most productive
periods of the year to have products produced.
After Chinese New Year, the training process in
the plant begins anew, a result of the low reten-
tion rate due to widespread job availability for
semi-skilled workers in China.

Once the spectacles were in production, Tom
went back to the drawing board to create a case
that was modeled after the originals used in the
1800's. It was challenging because it required a
three piece construction shared between two
different factories in order to get the pieces cut
and welded, the case plated, engraved and fi-
nally, lined.

Over the past eight years, Tom has spent a great
amount of his time and energy at considerable
cost to have his frames produced, and is now
working full time on his new venture. Online
sales have been promising, with sales through-
out the USA and as far away as Queensland
Australia, Dublin Ireland and Queen Charlotte
British Columbia, Canada.

He is in the process of locating select quality
optical shops to carry his spectacles so patients
are assured of getting the correct lens types best
suited to their vision and will be properly meas-
ured and fitted by a hands-on optical profes-
sional. You can view his website at
www.historiceyewearcompany.com. If you are
interested in carrying his spectacles, drop him
an email at
Thom@HistoricEyeWearCompany.com.

Some frames and a case available at Historic EyeWear Co.
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CORPORATE SPONSOR NEWS & UPDATES

Instruments

2011 marked the launch of Essilor Instruments USA, which sells and services
Essilor's full edging equipment line in the US. Their offering ranges from Triplets afford-
able entry level equipment, to the latest versions of the trusted Gamma and Kappa
edgers, to the new top-of-the-line Mr. Blue edging system.

"We've built top notch sales and service teams and are excited to kick-off with 9 experienced sales profes-
sionals and 10 veteran service engineers," said Robin Rhodes, Director of Sales for Essilor Instruments USA.
"Providing excellent service is our primary focus and a strong team will be the key to do so."
Andy Huthoefer, Essilor Instruments USA General Manager, adds: "With our broad product line of finishing equip-
ment, and spare parts and consumables for new and existing Essilor edgers, we offer the right solution for every cus-
tomer."
A key product offering includes Essibox, which creates an integrated office network that eliminates double data entry
and comes with a pre-loaded database of more than 2,500 shapes and drill patterns.

Essilor's Edge program allows ECPs to earn points for Essilor lens purchases and redeem them for rewards.
Edge Loyalty Points can now be used for Essilor Instruments equipment and selected consumables. Rhodes said,
"Using Edge Points for an Essilor Instruments finishing system is a great way for ECPs to re-invest their rewards in
technology that helps them grow their bottom line."

Mr. Blue, Essilor Instrument's hallmark in-off ice edging system, is multi-faceted, offering fully automated centration;
accommodates shapes down to 17mm b size and features a unique hybrid platform for wet and dry processing includ-
ing milling and drilling. Due to its innovative milling tool it's perfect for

fashionable high-wraps up
to base 9, specialty
shapes and premium AR
coated lenses. Combine it
with Essilor's brand new
M'eye Touch software and
you have the ability to
completely customize drill-
mount shapes - virtually
any shape is possible.

Mr. Blue also features a touch screen and remote maintenance
ensuring that it always runs on the latest software version. Mr. Blue

is the most user friendly edger on the market today making even the most complex jobs easy to process in the office.
Contact Info: John Jeffrey, Territory Sales Manager
508-641-0337

Cssilor

John Jeffrey
Te Tilery Mans gar

Essilor Instruments USA
N'1£W!8Hi Mora Dire, P.O. Bw 554, GsraBnto*1*, Wsccian SKffi

main B55-EZ-FINISH cell 508.6^1.0337
fax 262.255.1415

Www.ES5iiorinstfumen1susa.com jjeffrey@essilorinstruniBnlsusa.com

ECP's can now offer patients a progressive lens that fits into smaller, more fashionable frames, with some of
the widest usable zones on the market! Younger Optics is pleased to announce the release of the ADAGE™
short-corridor progressive lens in clear polycarbonate, with a NuPolar polarized lens to follow soon.
Some progressive lenses with a longer minimum fitting height do not appeal to patients who wish to wear a
smaller frame. The new Adage lens, with a minimum fitting height of only 13 mm, is ideal for smaller, fashion-
able frames.

The Optical Lens Innovators

HERBERT FLETCHERS LO.
RETAIL LENS CONSULTANT

Benefits of Adage Lenses:
• Minimum fitting height of 13mm
• Very wide near zone for a short design
• Large, functional zones
• 90% of add is reached at only llmm below pupil
• An effective blank size of 76mm
• No secondary calculations necessary for use
The Adage lens has been designed to provide the wearer with
an excellent and balanced combination of far, near, and in-
termediate zones. Compared to leading short corridor pro-
gressives, the ADAGE lens offers a more generous usable
area. This helps the wearer get a clear view, wherever they are looking.

Younger Optics is headquartered in Torrance, CA, and is recognized as the world leader in prescription polar-
ized lenses with its NuPolar® brand. For more information about Younger Optics, NuPolar lenses and other
products, visit the company's web site at www.youngeroptics.com.

NUPOLAI YOUNGER
OPTICS

WORLD HEADQUARTEHS
2925 CALIFORNIA STRSET
TORRANCE, CA 90503
USA

VOICEMAIL: 866-893-8794
CELL: 203-640-1554

FAX: 310-783-1556
ADMINISTRATION: 800-877-5367

E-MAIL: htletcher@youngeroptics.com
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2011 0AM Sponsors

ABACUS FINANCIAL PLANNING

ACCU RX

ALRAY OPTICAL

ASPEX EYEWEAR

BAUSCH & LOMB

BBH EYEWEAR

BOSTON EYE DESIGN

CARL ZEISS VISION -

NORTHEAST

CIBA VISION

COLORS IN OPTICS

COOPERVISION

CUNNINGHAM LAB

ENCORE OPTICS

ESSILOR INSTRUMENTS

ESSILOR OF AMERICA -

CROWN

EUROPA INTERNATIONAL

HOYA VISION CARE

LUXOTTICA

MCLEOD OPTICAL

MARCHON EYEWEAR

MATCH EYEWEAR

OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS

PERFERX OPTICAL

PRECISION OPTICAL

REM EYEWEAR

SAFILO, USA

SHAMIR INSIGHT INC.

SIGNET ARMORLITE

TODD ROGERS EYEWEAR

TRANSITIONS

TURA

US OPTICAL

VARILUX

VISION-EASE LENS

YOUNGER OPTICS

ZYLOWARE

Come on down to Southbridge this Fall!
Saturday, Nov 5 & Sunday, Nov 6th

ALL NEW! Saturday Classes at Southbridge Hotel
Meet us for dinner and more on Nov 5th at Old Sturbridge Village

Make your own schedule, get the credits you need
at the 0AM Fall Education Meeting!

See details inside

Register for OAM meeting online at www.opticiansma.org
And sign up for emails from OAM today!


